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In this paper we study the asymptotic behavior of solutions of a class of 
nonlinear parabolic boundary-value problems. We establish two results which 
give conditions on the differential equation and boundary data which insure 
that a solution will approach a steady state as t -+ co. In Theorem (1.6), the 
steady-state function is identically zero and in Corollary (1.10) the steady- 
state function is the solution of an elliptic boundary-value problem. Many 
previous results of this type exist; in particular, we refer the reader to [2, 7, 
and 6, Chap. 61. 
Let D be an (n -j- I)-dimensional domain in Rn+l and let (x, t) = 
(Xl ,.‘., xrz > t) represent a point in D. Let .D be the closure of D. We assume 
that D is bounded by a domain B on t = 0 and by a manifold S in the half 
space 0 < t < co. We also assume that for every 7 > 0, the set 
B, = D n {t = T> is a nonempty bounded domain. 
We will use the following theorem of Friedman [2, p. 521. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let v(x, t) and w(x, t) be continuous functions in D and let 
the$rst two x-derivatives and the$rst t derivative of v and w be continuous in D. 
Let F(x, t, P, P, , pa,,), (6.i = L..., n), be a continuous function together with 
its jirst derivatives with respect to the pnSk in a domain E containing the closure 
of the set of points 
(x, t) E D, P E Mx, t), 4% a 
Pz E (Wx, wxt , a=@, t)/%), PO E (Wx, tpx, ax, , a2wo(x, tyax, ax,); 
here (a, b) denotes the interval porn a to b. Assume also that (aFlap,,,) is a 
positive semideJnite matrix. If 
avjat >F(x, t, V, avjax, , azv/ax, axf) in D, 
awlat <F(x,t, W, awlax,, a2wlax, ax,) in D, 
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and if 
then 
v>wonB-j-S, 
v > w&D. 
We define the operator L by 
LU =f(~, t,~, au/ax,, akjax, ax,) - u,s 
where 
f(x, t,~, au/ax,, a2ujax, ax,) 
=f(x, t,~, au/ax, ,..., au/ax,, a224lag, as/ax, a~~,..., a*qax,2). 
We now consider the problem 
Lu = 0 in D, (1.3 
and 
u(x, t) = h(x, t) on S. (l-41 
Wedenotef(x, CP,P~,...,P, ,pll ,p12 ,--.,p,,)byf@, t,~,p~,pJandmaJ= 
the following assumptions: 
f (x, t, O,..., 0) is continuous in D and h(x, t) is continuous on S. 
There exists a constant K > 0 such that 
(Ma) 
(1.5b) 
for all (x, t) in D, all ( p, p, , P,,~) E RN, N = 1 + n + (n + n2)/2, and all 
real vectors f, where / (1 denotes the Euclidean norm of 8 and the f,, 3 are 
continuous in D x RN. 
f,, exists and is continuous in D x RN for i = 1, Z!,..., n, 
and there exists a constant B > 0 such that j f,, ( < B. (1%) 
f, exists and is continuous in D x RN and f&, t, P, P, , PA ,< C(x, 0, 
(1.5d) 
where 
1,% sup C(x, t) < 0 uniformly in D. 
The projections on R* of the domains B, , 0 < t < co, 
are uniformly bounded. (1.5e) 
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$cf (x7 t,o,..., 0) = 0 uniformly in II. 
lim h(x, t) = 0 uniformly in S. t-m 
(1.5f) 
(1-W 
THEOREM 1.6. Assume (1.5a-g) holds. If u(x, t) is a solution of problem 
(1.3), (1.4), then lim,,, u(x, t) = 0 uniformly in D. 
Proof. Define 4(x) = eAR - eA$l, where R > 2x, for all (x, t) ED, and 
where h is an arbitrary positive number. This is possible by (1.5e). Let 
Let E be any positive number and define 
#(x, t) = q&)/s -5 q@-W, + lI-@(x)/~,1 e+-“), 
where A, y, and o are positive. Later we shall choose specific values for 
A, A, Y, and (T. Note that $J(x, t) > 0, #,(x, t) < 0 and #zI,(x, t) < 0. 
By definition of L, we have 
L$(x, 0 = f(x, t, 94 & , O,..., 0, #%a1 , O,..., 0) + (A/~,) 544 e-+“). 
Writingfasfh ~,P,P, ,P,,,> d an using the mean-value theorem, we conclude 
that 
Now, using (1.5b), (1.5c), and (1.5d), we obtain 
W(x, t) < f(x, t, o,..., 0) + C(x, t) 4(x, t> + B I A&> t>l 
+ .Wblq(x, t) + $%5(x) e-+o) < f (x, t, O,..., 0) 
0 
+ ; CC@, t> ~44 + B I C,(xl + I+,,) 
+ $! 4(x) e-y(t-o). (1.6.1) 
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We now choose X large enough so that 
C(% 4 w + B I &&)I + %cpl&) 
= C(x, t)(eaR - eazl) + Bheaq - KAzea~l < -3ea”l 
+ C(x, t)(eaR - eazl). 
From here on X is fixed. 
By (1.5d, f, and g), for some ci sufficiently large, we have 
C(x, t)(eaR - e”‘l) < e”“l in D - II,- , 
where 
(1.6.2) 
where 
D - DC = D n (t 2 01, 
lf(x, t, o,..., 0) < E in D - Da, 
Ih(x,t)l <EinS-&, 
(1.6.3) 
(1.6.4) 
We now have 
S - S, = S n (t 2 ~7). 
C(x, W(4 + B I h&)I + Gccl&) < -%+“l< -2% in D - Da. 
Now choose (T > ci, and from (1.6.1), (1.6.3), and (1.6.5) we have 
L#J(~, t) < --E - (268/&J e-+-o) + (p&,/S,) e+++. 
Letting y = 26/S, , we obtain 
.La,h(x, t) < --E in B - D, . 
By the definition of #(x, t), we have 
4(x, 4 > A for (x, 0) E: B, 
$(x, t) > E for (z, t) E S - S, . 
(1.6.5) 
(1.6.6) 
(1.6.7) 
(1.6.8) 
We now let A = supBO /~(3, CT)~. By the inequalities (1.6.4), (1.6.6), (1.6.7), 
and (1.6.8), we are able to apply Theorem (1.2) and obtain U(X, t) < #(x, t) 
in _fi - D,, . By the same proof with -# in place of #J, we obtain 
-C/(X, t) < u(x, t) in D - D, . 
Hence 1 U(X, t)l < $(x, t) < M[E + e -~(t-~)] for t > a,, where M is a positive 
constant. The theorem follows at once. 
505/12/2-4 
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For the remainder of the paper we suppose D is a cylinder of the form 
D, x (0, a). We denote the boundary of D, by aD,, . 
We now suppose that the problem 
and 
(1.7a) 
(1.7b) 
has a unique solution V. We also suppose that u is a solution of 
Lu = 0 in D, 
u = 4 on S. 
(1.8a) 
(1.8b) 
Assume that 
and 
f(% t, v> vq 3 vLz$!, ) is continuous on D, (1.9a) 
4 - # is continuous on S. (1.9b) 
We continue to assume thatf satisfies (1.5b-d) and that (1.5e) holds. 
COROLLARY 1.10. Let 1.9a-b hold and let 4(x, t) + #(x) uniformly in 5’ 
as t -+ co. Suppose that f (x, t, z, p, r) + g(x, z, p, r) as t --+ co unaformly in 
x,x,~,Y,(xED~,xER~,~ER~,~ER tra*+@j2). If u is a solution of (l.Ba-b), 
then lim,,, u(x, t) = v(x) uniformly in D. 
Proof. Consider the following problem. Given ZI, the solution of (1.7a-b), 
find w such that 
where 
L’w = F(x, t, w, wzz , w,,,,) - wt = 0 in D, 
w=$-*onS, 
(l.lla) 
(l.llb) 
Since f satisfies (1.5b-d) and g(x, V, ~1,~ , vzJ = 0, F satisfies (1.5b-d). 
Statements (1.9a) and (1.9b) guarantee that (1.5a) is satisfied for the problem 
(1.1 la-b). The hypotheses of the corollary imply that problem (l.lla-b) 
satisfies assumptions (1.5f-g) of the theorem. Hence problem (1.1 la-b) 
satisfies (1.5a-g) of the theorem. Hence if w is a solution of (1.1 la-b), then 
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limt,, w(x, t) = 0 uniformly in B. But w = ok - v is a solution of (1.1 la-b), 
and the corollary follows at once. 
Rem~As. The proof of Theorem (1.6) requires only that (lSb-d) h’old 
for (x, t) E B and (p, p, , p,,,) E G, where G is a bounded subset of RN. 
In particular, G must contain ($, $J=, 0 ,..., 0, #,,,, , 0 ,..., 0), where Z,!J is 
the function defined in the proof of Theorem 1.6. 
In the hypothesis of corollary 1.10, we need only assume that the conver- 
gence off to g is uniform in D x E, where E is a set containing the range of 
v, a, 7 cl? 2.. 
For p&ibolic initial-boundary value problems in which the solution 
U(X, t) is known to tend to a steady-state solution, g*(x) as t -+ ~0, Carasso fl] 
constructed a difference scheme which is uniformly convergent over long 
time intervals. One of the main contributions here, in relating our work to this, 
is that we have established conditions which guarantee that u -+ U* as 
t -+ 00, and this holds for nonlinear problems as well. 
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